INTRODUCTION
The sets E,,, as in the abstract, are {x E (0, 1): in the continued fraction expansion of x as [ur , 2j2, v3, . . . 1, all 11~6n) . Like the classical Cantor set, En is a union of subsets with the same basic structure as E, itself: E,= u {l/(k+x):x~E,).
I<k<n (1.1) Several investigators have studied E,, and the related set of all rationals with (terminating) continued fraction expansions involving only partial quotients <n [3, 4, 7, 121 . It has recently become apparent that the linear operators acting on some suitable space of functions on (0, l), encode, in tractable form, a wealth of information about E,.
In the case s = 2, n = cc, we have E, = (0, l), and L,, ~ has been studied intensively in connection with questions concerning the speed of the Euclidean algorithm, the distribution of partial quotients, and probability. In modern terminology, Gauss (letter to Laplace) found that if g(t) = l/( 1 + t) log 2, then g is an eigenfunction corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 1 of L,,, . Kuzmin, Levy, Sziisz, Wirsing [16] , and Babenko [ 1 ] studied this topic, culminating in a thorough analysis of the spectrum of L2.00 (on a certain space). It is real, with zero the only element of the nonpoint spectrum. A computer assisted evaluation of the largest six eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions was then given by Babenko and Jurev [2] . It seems that there was a bug, as recent results are incompatible with their value for 1, [13] . There is also a minor error in his choice of space. See [ 151, for which [ 143 supplies background. In another direction, Cusick [4] gave a result for continuants associated with E, which can be reformulated as dim(E,)=$inf{sER:
lim L:,,f,(O)=O}, when fr(t) = 1.
(
1.3) r -v
In [lo] , it was shown that if s, =2 dim(E,), then L:",,f, (t) converges, uniformly on (0, l), to a function g,(t), which is positive on (0, 1) and is, up to multiplicity, the only solution (among a certain class of functions) to LS",, s(t) = g(t).
There are similar results for arbitrary finite sets A of at least two positive integers: if E, := (XE(0, 1) :x= [O; a,, u2, . ..] with all a,gA}, and if kcA then there is a unique positive s =s(A), 0 <s(A) < 2 such that (L,,)'l tends to neither 0 nor cc as r + co. This s(A) is twice the Hausdorff dimension of E,.
Here we are concerned with the general question of how a "slight" perturbation, from N = { 1,2, 3, . ..} to a finite set A that includes all "small" integers, affects dim EA. (Here dim E, = dim(O, 1) = 1, of course.) The basic idea is that perturbations of A lead to perturbations of the associated linear operators L, A, and of the associated leading eigenvalue-eigenfunction pairs (n(s, A), gs,A(t)). These perturbations are accessible because n(s, A) is, for each fixed set A, complex analytic in A, and because (and this is the hard part) it is also reasonably stable under small perturbations of A from A=N.
To be somewhat more specific, by the time we are ready, in Section 7, for "closing arguments," we shall have at hand the following tools: N) l,,=z = -7-P/12 log 2.
(ii) An estimate of 1(2-B/n, N)-1(2-O/n, A,) where A,,= {1,2 ,..., n} and ~EC, 101 d 1.
The final steps consist of calculating what value of 8 in (ii) is just sufficient to cancel the perturbation to A caused by setting A to A,, rather than N, and a little algebra to extract dim(E,).
The body of the paper, apart from these "closing arguments," falls into two main parts. First, we establish some functional analytic properties of L 8, ,., in a certain Banach space $9 of functions on (0, 1). This space g is chosen to facilitate calculations involving norms of the various operators L,,, and the effects of perturbations. The fundamental property of L,,, , on which all else depends, is not true for arbitrary choices of &9'. It is that L, .(given by (L,.,f)(t) :=zF=, (k+t)-'f(l/(k+t)), recall) has spectral radius 1, with 1 being an isolated simple eigenvalue of L,.,, and that the rest of the spectrum is confined within a disk in C about the origin and of radius c < 1. (For those who prefer concrete arguments and explicit constants, it happens that the proof gives c = ((,/'? -1)/2)2. Throughout the paper, the use of explicit constants is a matter of style; they are not critical.) The proof begins with a lemma treating the behavior of interval characteristic functions X,(r) = ( 1 if t < 0, 0 if r > 0) under iterates (L,,.) '. (They converge to e/(1 + t) log 2, with an exponentially decaying discrepancy.) From this lemma we can derive similar results for general functions in g', because with our choice of L%, these interval characteristic functions form a kind of "basis." This part of the proceedings comprises Sections 2 and 3.
In Sections 4 through 6, we distill the consequences to our circumstances of a perturbation property of operators. It says, very roughly, that if L in an operator with an isolated simple eigenvalue A, then given another operator T and complex variable 5, L -gT has an isolated simple eigenvalue A(<, T) near II, which is analytic as a function of < in some neighborhood of zero. There are decompositions of ~!8 into spaces parallel to the leading eigenfunction and "normal" to it, and, in the absence of any suitable inner product, establishing that the "normal" space "makes a reasonably large angle" with the leading eigenfunction is a delicate matter. The closing argument, however, requires these preliminaries.
It should be noted that apart from the connection to Hausdorff dimension, there is no reason why A should not be an infinite set. But matters are already complex enough, and the most natural special cases A = { 1, 2, . . . . n} can serve as a proxy for the general case A = { 1, 2, . . . . n, m,, m,, . . . . mk}. The only changes required in the argument would be to rework formula (7.2) and subsequent calculations. In the body of the paper, therefore, we shall speak of E,, ,J(s, n), and so on' instead of general E,, n(s, A), and the like, with the understanding that n(s, n) means G, { 1, 2, 3, . . . . n},, and 1(s, co) means n(s, fV). Then (?4, 11 11) is a Banach space. The proof is routine: Clearly a is a linear space, and our norm satisfies the necessary inequalities. Also, since
Ilf II 2 SUP(~,~, If I2 if (f,) is a Cauchy sequence with respect to II (I, then the pointwise limit f of (f,) exists, and (f,) -+ f uniformly on (0, 1). Now it is well known that functions f of bounded variation can be represented as f(x) = j;=, %7,, &(@), (2.3) where X,(x)= 1 if O<x<8 and 0 if f?<.r< 1, and where p is a finite complex Bore1 measure on [0, 1). That is, p = pi -p2 + ip3 -ip4 where all ~1, are finite positive Bore1 measures on (0, 1). By specifying X,(0) = l/2, for 0 > 0, and X0 = 1 on (0, 1 ), we ensure that integrals of the form in (2.3) yield normal functions. Let lpi(A) = I;= i pj((A). Since llXell = 2 for f9 #O, while l/X0/l = 1, if p is the measure corresponding to f in (2.3), then llf II G 2 IPI (CO, 1 )i. (2.4) It is time now to look at the operators L,, in the context of 9. Unless it is specified that n < co, general discussion of L,, should be read to include the case n = co.
Let C' := (z E @ : S(z) > 1.5 >. Because (f(x+) +f(x-))/2 =f(x), (k + t)-"f(l/k + t) has the same jump interpolation property, hence also L,,f: (Note that we could also have just identified all functions differing only at jump discontinuties, but the usual approach of setting f(x) =f(x--), or f(x+ ) would not have worked because of the reversal of direction occurring in f( l/k + t).) Now (i) and (ii) are clear from (2.6). For finite n, (iii) holds because (finite) summation commutes with integration. For n = co, we need to use Fubini's Theorem, and the details require some notation, which will be needed later as well.
For r > 1 and 2 <n < co, let Y:(r) := {u = (u,, u2, . . . . 0,): 1 < u, < n, u, E IX for 1 did r}. Let 9;(O) be the set containing the empty sequence. Let Y(r) := Una2 K(r), 9: := Urao V"(r), and Y :=Ulrbl "IT,. For UE %"(r), let (u) denote the continuant of u, that is, the denominator of Cul = co, 3 02, . . . . u,] . , u2, . . . . u, + , ) , and up := (u,, . . . . 21,).
Let {u> = <up >/ (u>, and let u+t:=(u,,u, ,..., u,-,,ur+t) for u~V(r). Similarly, let t+u:=(t+u,,u,,...,u,).
Thus (u+t)=(u)+t(u-)= (u)(l + {u}t), while (t+u)= (u)(l + Cult). With this notation, and for arbitrary f on (0, l), we have by induction on r, and based on the observation that { l/(k + t)
To apply Fubini's Theorem to (iii) when n = co, we fix x and take our measure space to be Y(r) We now require two results about the effect of changes in s or n on L,,.
Proof.
For f E 93, we have
(2.12)
Now from (2.5) and some calculus, the first sum in (2.12) is <
The second term in (2.12) is <2n'-" llfll which proves Lemma 2. Now it remains to estimate Ci= r T.V.((k + t))" -(k + t))'). This is bounded above by (1/27r) !'r, Ifb+ cY)12 4y.
He then proceeded on the basis of a putative isometric isomorphism ZT between Z2 with the given norm, and the space Y2(0, co) of all square integrable functions on (0, cc) with the usual norm ) 81: := j: (g(z)l' dz, with (YT)( g)(.u) = 1; r " " "'g(z) cl:. Here TV =e I' "',J'(;), and Y denotes the Laplace transform. As was pointed out by Mayer [ 15, Theorem 11, however, it follows from the PaleyyWiener theorem that the image under 9'T of U,(O, rx; ) is not .Vr,, but rather the space S := f : f is holomorphic in 'Sir > -t , .1' is bounded in every half-plane Given the identity I gl, = 116prg/l, the rest of Babenko's work is unaffected by this error. That is, the paper remains valid, step for step, provided his II IL2 is replaced by Mayer's I/ 11, and his space X2 with Mayer's 2".
In particular, L2, 3c, maps X onto 2, and is a compact operator with all eigenvalues real. Arranged in decreasing order, 2, = 1, AZ k 0.303663 . . . . and (A31 < l/5.
Our generalization is pretty straightforward, and some readers may prefer to just accept that Babenko's work can be so extended. The proof that this is so is rooted in the workings of his proof, though, so it requires the verification that again in the modified circumstances of our problem, the steps of his argument go through. Therefore, we provide the details. In [l], our L,,,, goes by the symbol 9. His subsequent application of (10) (our (3.2)) was to fr(z)=L,,,l= f (?I+?))*. The $ construction should be read as "> if r is odd, < if r is even," and if some v,(e) = co, then the terms beyond the rth term in (3.21 ) are all zero.
w'fw = 6_, wut 4 dm. (3.14) as claimed in Lemma 6.
This ends the use of L to denote L,,, . In the following sections, L again denotes a general operator. Also, c will again denote a general complex number.
A PERTURBATION LEMMA
The following result is a specialized quotation from Lemma 1.3 and the following Remark 1.10 of [S] .
LEMMA 7. Suppose L : &I + 9+? is a bounded operator on 99, p E @, g, E g, dim(Null(L-pZ))=codim(Range(L-pZ))= 1, span{g,} =Null(L-pZ), and g, $ Range( L -pZ).
Then there exists 6 > 0 such that whenever T : 93 + 93 with I/ T 11 < 6, there is a unique r(T) E c=, with Ir( T)I < 6, for which L -(p + r( T))Z is singular. Also, from Lemma 6, p = 1 is a simple eigenvalue of L,., , ./lr = Range( L,, ~ -I), and g(t)=((l+t)log2))'$J1/^. These were the hypotheses of Lemma 7.
Let us agree that, in statements involving "0" and "G" with parameters s and n, the implicit constant is deemed to be uniform over some region n > n,, (s -21 < E, not necessarily the same in each instance. By Lemma 2, if we put T,, := L,,, -LZ,n, then II Trill 6 l/n. Remark. This is, up to multiplication by a constant, the same as g(2, t, n) of [lo] . Let r, = -r( -T,), so that (Lz.cc -T,) g,,, = (1 -rn) g2.,. and from this it follows that llZr,ll 4 l/n as claimed.
In the next section we extend the decomposition 9? = 9 + JV" to similar decompositions based on L,,, or more generally, L,,, -T for any T with IIT(I small. The main results are, informally, that the spaces ~3'~ and JK~ make a large angle at 0, and that JT := ( -L2,m + T + (1 -rT)Z) exists and is invertible, with uniformly bounded ll.Zf' 11, on N;-.
DECOMPOSITIONS OF a AND RIESZ PROJECTIONS
The main results of this section concern operators L,.,,, -T with 11 T 11 < 6, 6 as in Lemma 7. For /I T I/ < 6, it turns out that there is a decomposition of g as the sum of a space PT, of dimension 1 and consisting of all multiples of the eigenfunction g, corresponding to 1 -r(T), and .,C;, the range of (L?,,. -T) -(1 -r( T))Z. The existence of these spaces, and an alternate characterization, is established prior to the formal statement of these results as Lemmas 9 and 10.
Consider the Riesz projection operators [6] (?I-L2.m + T)-' dy.
(5.1)
From Lemma 6 it is evident that the spectrum of L,,,, , as an operator on a', includes an isolated eigenvalue of multiplicity one, and is otherwise confined to the disk 111 < (($--1)/2)2. According to [6] , when the contour (here Iy -1 I = l/2) lies within the resolvent set of an operator L, the integral
is a projector which commutes with L, and 93 = P,?iJ + (I-P,)??i?, 3) with both components invariant subspaces of L. Also, the spectrum of the restriction of L to these spaces lies respectively inside, outside Z'. According to Theorem 2.1 of [6], if the projector Pr has dimension one, with Z being a circle enclosing an isolated eigenvalue of L and no other part of the spectrum, then in the decomposition (5.3) of %Y', P,-g is the eigenspace corresponding to that eigenvalue A,,, and (L -&I) is invertible on MA, := (I-P,) N.
Clearly, for L = L2,m and 1= 1, the two spaces P&i? and Jv; are just our 9 and JV of Section 4. Since II(L2.m -yl))' I( is bounded on the circle Iy -11 = l/2, say by some constant C, we have II &, co -T-yZ))( < 2C uniformly in Jy -11 = l/2 and I( TII < 1/2C. and that dim(PT) = dim(Range(P,)) = 1 (which we already knew from Lemma 7).
Let P'T := P&S', A$ := (I-PT)S? = QTBs, Q, = (Z-P), and recall that No = J = Range( Q,).
LEMMA 9. There exist constants E > 0, C > 0 such that if 11 T (I < E, c E 62, andhE&, then (llhll + IclYC< IlcgT+hll <CWll + ICI).
ProoJ: We first consider the special case T = 0. So suppose f = cg + h, hE JV, and llfll = 1. Then ICI = Isif dul < llfll = 1 so ICI 6 1. Thus I(h(l < llcg + h(l + I( gll < 1 + 3/2 log 2 < 4, so that (4 I4 + Ilhll)G8 IIcg+hll. (equal, actually, as we shall see), so the definition of J, makes sense. Our next step is to prove lI~4 9 II4 for UE-+;, u#O.
(5.14)
For the proof, first note that U= Q.u= Q,u+O(IITll /lull). Secondly, M, = L,, r -ATI= L,, r -Z+O()ITlj). But IlLzm -I) Qoull $ llQoull from (4.5) and the following discussion, and llQo4l 9 II4 since Q+=u and Q.=Q,+O(IIT))). Thus /M, ull3 Ilull/llJ-'II +O(IITll), which proves (5.14). Now suppose VE A$, and let o'=Q,u=u+O(ljTll I/VI/). Let u'=J-'u', and u1 = Q,u'. Then /lull B IIu'II 9 llu'll p I/u1 11, uI E ./r/k, and J,u, = ~+O(llTIl Ml)> =u--2, say. Then u,EA/; also, and ~~u2~~ =O(IjT)l Ilull).
Proceeding with u2 as we did with u originally, we obtain an approximate solution u2 to J,u, = u2, with an error u3, I(u3/l -+ (IT/I IIu21/. Continuing this process leads to the sequence u,, u2, . . . . uk, . . . . with Ilu/cll @ IluA < IITII 11~)~ 111, J,u,=u,-ok+,. If we replace f with cP 'h then for II T 11 sufficiently small, we will have Ilc-'f 11 < 3 and IIc-~vII ~2. Th us it will suffice to prove Lemma 11 under the modified hypotheses c= 1, Ilf For the next one, let To,, be the operator given by (T,,,f) 2) and suppose that
To,, g2 -e/n. m (t)=B(Q, n)g*-e,n,m (I) + k+,,(t), The second main stepping-stone is an immediate consequence of (7.5) above together with Lemma 11:
1(2-3=1(2-i, 4-B(B,n)+O(n-').
The next piece is an estimate for /I(O, n):
(7.6) (7.7) (This is a delicate step, and we have to call in a lot of the machinery.) Finally, again using (7.5) and Lemma 11, we conclude that 2(2+)=,(2-$ a)-P(O,n)+O(n-").
(7.8)
From here, it is easy. By (7.1), (7.7), and (7.8), we have A(2-~,n)=l+(g-&y).~-~+o(~). (7.9)
If we now let 6(n) be that 8 for which R(2 -B/n, n) = 1, then from (7.9), algebra gives so that 6(n)=$ l+ ( 12 log n 7+0 1 ( >> . n (7.10) Thus (7.11)
This, though, is what was claimed by Theorem 1. Now we have to backtrack, till in the gaps, and establish (7.1), (7.5), and (7.7). First we prove (7.1). (This result is also found in [ 15, Appendix] with a proof based on a Bessel functions representation of an operator, on a space much like X, which is similar to L, m .) Let A be the operator defined by Af(l)= -f l"g(k+r) k=, @+f)* 4 > & . (7.12) That is, Af( t) = ((d/ds) L,,,)IsC2. Then in some complex neighborhood of 2, we have L s. a, =Lz,,+(s-2)A+O((s-21*).
(7.13)
Now write Ag= cg+h, with hc.N and CE C. Since PAg=cg= J,!,(Ag)(u) du, we have c=(-l/log2) f j'(k+u)-'(k+u+ l))'log(k+u)du. (7.14)
k=l o
With some changes of variable, this becomes c=(-l,'log2){om we-"'(l+e-"')-'dw. (7.15) Expanding this integral as Cy=,(-1)'s: else (I+ "" d\r gives C:=o(-1)'(j+1)~'=712/12, so that c= -rc"/12log2. Now if 2 = s -2 and u = J 'h, then L,.,(g+=u)=(l +(.Z)(g+ZU)+o(/ZIZ).
But for lz/ sufficiently small, Lemma 11 applies and gives 1l"(S, a)-(1 +c;)l 6 1,'12.
From this it follows that (7.16) (7.17) $(s, co)ls,2=c= -7?/12log2 as claimed in (7.1). Now from (7.1), and for n sufficiently large, uniformly over 8 E C, 101 < 1, we have 1(2-B/n, a)= 1 +(7r%/1210g2)n++O(nP2).
(7.18)
Next we prove (7.5). Expanding (left)-(right) in (7.5) using (7.3), (7.4), and the definition of J leads to cancellation of all terms except for T~.nuo.n -me, n) 4l.n.
But by Lemmas 2 and 3, IITH,,ll 6 l/n, and by Lemma 9, ]/I(& n)l < l/n and IlI~~,~ll 6 l/n. Thus by Lemma 10, IIu~,~II G l/n, so that IITe,nue.n -&0, n) z+J < ne2 as required to complete the proof of (7.5).
Since (7.6) was an immediate consequence of (7.5), we turn now to the proof of (7.7).
Consider the Riesz projections Pzp H,n, ~ and P, ( = P,, , in the present setting). By (5.7), P 2 ~ B/n. im = PO + O( l/n).
(7.19)
Now for f EL& P,f = (j: f(u) du)g, so PoTe, ng=c'g, (7.20) where c'=(l/log2) 5 j'(k+~)~'"~~(l+l/(k+~))--'du k=n+l 0 (7.21)
